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June 01st 2011:The Artist’s Way
Julia Cameron comes back to the Authentic Living Show this
week for the second time, to talk to us about her upcoming
online Artist’s Way Course, which will be filmed from her own
Santa Fe living room, and the surrounding artist community.
Though for centuries it has been thought that creativity was
reserved for those elected special few who were gifted with
some rare talent, we are now beginning to see, and largely
due to Julia’s efforts, that creativity is one of our best and most
available and accessible ways of connecting to the Authentic
Self. Julia Cameron has been an active artist for m
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Featured Guest
Julia Cameron
Julia Cameron is the author of 30 books, fiction and non-fiction, including The Artist's
Way, The Vein of Gold, and The Right to Write, her bestselling works on the creative
process. A novelist, playwright, songwriter and poet, she has distinctive credits in
theatre, film and television. The Artist’s Way began with Julia sharing her ideas with a
few artists in her living room. Now after selling almost 4 million copies of The Artist’s
Way and more than two decades of teaching her creativity tools around the world in
lecture and workshop form, Julia is taking her teaching online. Cameron explains,
“Most of us have no idea of our real creative height. We are much more gifted than we
know.
Read more
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